Flow-associated pulmonary hypertension leads to pulmonary plexogenic arteriopathy (PPA), a specific pulmonary vascular disease that includes vascular lesions characterized by abnormal vasodilation and endothelial cell proliferation. Increased local production of NO has been suggested in this condition. Because reported data on the expression of endothelial NO-synthase (ecNOS) have been contradictory, we speculated that the expression of the inducible isoform of NOS (iNOS) is enhanced in this form of pulmonary hypertension. We investigated immunohistochemically the expression of ecNOS and iNOS in lung tissue of patients with flow-associated pulmonary hypertension (n = 18) and compared the findings with those in patients with increased pulmonary blood flow but normal pulmonary artery pressure (n = 10), with congestive vasculopathy (n = 6) and control subjects (n = 4). Immunoreactivity for ecNOS and iNOS was present both in normal and diseased pulmonary arteries. Marked immunoreactivity to both isoforms was present within the advanced lesions of PPA, including plexiform lesions. Semiquantitative analysis of immunoreactivity, both for ecNOS and iNOS, showed no correlation with the severity of morphologic vascular lesions (p = 0.29 and p = 0.23, respectively). In contrast to ecNOS, immunoreactivity for iNOS was increased in patients with flow-associated pulmonary hypertension compared with other patients (p = 0.02). The present study has demonstrated enhanced expression of iNOS in patients at risk for advanced PPA, but not in patients with other forms of pulmonary arteriopathy. Moreover, high expression of both ecNOS and iNOS were present in advanced lesions of PPA. These data suggest differentiated roles for different isoforms of NOS in the pathogenesis of this specific pulmonary arteriopathy.

Pulmonary hypertension is associated with a variety of structural and functional changes of the pulmonary arteries (1–4). These structural changes include medial hypertrophy of the arterial wall and narrowing of the vascular lumen by intimal thickening, resulting in an increase in pulmonary vascular resistance. Pulmonary plexogenic arteriopathy (PPA) is a specific form of pulmonary vascular disease (1, 5). PPA may develop in patients with congenital heart disease, where increased pulmonary blood flow appears to be an obligatory factor and elevated pulmonary artery pressure seems to accelerate disease progression (6, 7). In contrast to other arteriopathies such as those associated with chronic hypoxia or pulmonary venous congestion, PPA may ultimately cause characteristic vascular alterations, including concentric-laminar intimal fibrosis, dilatation lesions, fibrinoid necrosis of small arteries, and plexiform lesions (1, 3, 8). Dilatation lesions and plexiform lesions, which are regarded as indicative of irreversibility of the vascular disease, are characterized by local abnormal vasodilation and endothelial cell proliferation (5, 9). The mechanisms through which these characteristic vascular lesions develop are largely unknown. It has become clear that the vascular endothelium, preeminently suited to detect changes in mechanical forces such as cyclic strain and shear stress plays an important role in the pulmonary vascular remodeling process (10, 11). Endothelial alterations may cause an imbalance between the production of mediators with vasodilator or vasoconstrictor properties, leading to impaired endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation already early in pulmonary vascular disease, and they may be responsible for increased vascular cell proliferation (12–17). A key role has been attributed to the endothelial-derived relaxing factor nitric oxide (NO), whose pleiotropic effects on blood vessels include vasodilation and stimulation of angiogenesis by migration and proliferation of endothelial cells (18, 19). NO is synthesized by the enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS) that converts l-arginine to l-citrulline (18, 20–22). To date, three isoforms of NOS have been identified. The original classification in “constitutive” endothelial and neuronal isoforms (ecNOS and nNOS, respectively) and an “inducible” isoform (iNOS) is to some extent misleading, because it has become clear that gene expression of both ecNOS and nNOS is upregulated under different conditions (e.g., shear stress, nerve injury) and that, conversely, iNOS is constitutively expressed under physiologic conditions in a variety of cells, including endothelial cells (23). All three isoforms of NOS have been detected in endothelial cells of the normal human pulmonary vasculature (14, 24, 25). In pulmonary vascular disease, however, published data on the expression of NOS have been contradictory. Giaid and Saleh (14) reported decreased expression of ecNOS in patients with pulmonary hypertension and its absence from plexiform lesions, whereas Mason and coworkers (26) demonstrated high expression of ecNOS in plexiform lesions. In several experimental studies, enhanced expression of ecNOS was found in pulmonary hypertension (27–29). The presence of inducible NOS in pulmonary hypertension has, to our knowledge, not been reported earlier.

Increased NO production may be involved in the abnormal local vasodilatation and proliferative lesions, constituting unique features of advanced PPA. Because reported data on the expression of ecNOS in these conditions are contradictory, we hypothesized that the inducible isoform of NOS may be enhanced in flow-associated pulmonary hypertension. In this study we investigated the patterns of expression of ecNOS and iNOS, as evident from immunohistochemistry, in pulmonary arteries of patients with pulmonary plexogenic arteriopathy and related the findings to pulmonary hemodynamics. We fur-
ther compared the findings with those in patients with congestive vasculopathy, where such vasodilation and proliferation does not occur, and in control subjects with a normal pulmonary circulation.

METHODS

Patients
Thirty four patients with congenital heart disease who underwent cardiac catheterization and had increased pulmonary blood flow (pulmonary-to-systemic blood flow ratio > 1.2) and/or pulmonary hypertension (mean pulmonary artery pressure > 20 mm Hg) and in whom subsequently a lung tissue specimen was obtained were enrolled in the study, after written informed parental consent. Four patients with a normal pulmonary circulation, who underwent cardiac catheterization and cardiac surgery because of mild left-sided obstructive lesions (pulmonary wedge pressure < 15 mm Hg) served as control subjects. In all patients a complete hemodynamic evaluation was performed, including measurements of pulmonary artery pressure, determination of shunt size by oximetry and calculation of pulmonary and systemic vascular resistance. Blood flow was determined using the dye dilution technique. In addition to the control subjects (Group 1), 10 patients had a congenital heart defect associated with increased pulmonary blood flow and normal pulmonary artery pressure (Group 2), six patients without intracardiac shunts had pulmonary hypertension caused by pulmonary venous congestion (Group 3). Eighteen patients had heart defects associated with both increased pulmonary blood flow and pul-

Figure 1. Confirmation of immunoreactivity for ecNOS (immunoperoxidase; brown) and iNOS (alkaline phosphatase; red) and specificity of the used antibodies on paraffin material (original magnification: ×100). (a) Immunostaining in aortic endothelium after incubation with anti-ecNOS antibodies. (b) Negative staining of aortic endothelium after incubation with anti-iNOS antibodies. (c) Immunostaining in activated, synovial macrophages of a patient with rheumatoid arthritis after incubation with anti-iNOS antibodies. (d) Negative staining of synovial macrophages of a patient with rheumatoid arthritis, but immunostaining in the endothelium of synovial vessels after incubation with anti-ecNOS antibodies.

Figure 2. Immunostaining for ecNOS (immunoperoxidase; brown) and iNOS (alkaline phosphatase; red) in lung biopsy sections of patients with various morphologic vascular changes (original magnification: ×40). (a) Weak immunostaining for iNOS in endothelial cells of a muscular artery in a control patient; there is no specific staining of the bronchiolar epithelium. (b) Pronounced immunostaining for iNOS in the endothelium of an artery with medial hypertrophy in a patient with pulmonary hypertension and increased pulmonary blood flow. (c) Faint immunostaining for ecNOS in endothelial cells of a muscular artery in a control patient; there also is positive staining of the bronchiolar epithelium. (d) Immunostaining for ecNOS in the endothelium of an artery with medial hypertrophy in a patient with pulmonary hypertension and increased pulmonary blood flow.
monary hypertension (Group 4). The study protocol was approved by the medical ethical committee of the University Hospital Rotterdam.

**Tissue Specimens**

Lung tissue was obtained as a biopsy during cardiac surgery (n = 36) or as an open lung biopsy procedure for diagnostic purpose (n = 2). Tissue was formalin-fixed under vacuum and paraffin-embedded. Sections 5 μm thick were cut at various levels and stained with hematoxylin-eosin (HE) and Elastic-van Gieson (EvG) to allow for proper morphology with patterns of immunoreactivity. Vascular changes were classified according to Wagenvoort and Wagenvoort (1) and Wagenvoort et al. (3).

**Immunohistochemistry**
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Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase

In the control group, immunohistochemical analysis revealed faint staining for eNOS in pulmonary vascular endothelial cells and also in bronchiolar epithelium, (Figure 2c). Also in the patients a positive staining of vascular endothelium was present in muscular arteries, both with or without morphologic changes (Figure 2d). No differences in staining pattern were observed between preacinar and intraacinar muscularized arteries. Within the advanced lesions of plexogenic arteriopathy positive immunoreactivity was observed. In concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, positivity was seen in endothelial cells but not in the subintimal cells (Figure 3a). In plexiform lesions, strong immunostaining for eNOS was present in several of the cells forming the plexus (Figure 3c). Immunoreactivity was not found in the cells lining dilated angiomatoid vessels. In 25 of the 34 patients, the intensity of the immunoreaction in the endothelium of muscular arteries, graded semiquantitatively, was comparable to the control subjects. In nine patients of the congenital heart disease and the clinical and hemodynamic characteristics of the patients are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Lung tissue specimens stained with HE and EvG revealed essentially normal pulmonary arteries in the control group, and the complete spectrum of morphologic vascular changes, ranging from muscular hypertrophy and intima hyperplasia to the characteristic lesions of advanced plexogenic arteriopathy were found in the patients. Medial thickness was 9 ± 3% in the control group (mean ± SD) and 7 ± 3, 14 ± 4, and 16 ± 4% in the patient Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Of the patients with increased pulmonary blood flow and normal pulmonary artery pressure (Group 2) two patients showed intimal proliferation as most advanced vascular lesion, whereas in the patients with pulmonary hypertension but normal pulmonary flow (Group 3), one patient showed intimal proliferation as most advanced lesion. In these groups no patients showed concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, dilatation lesions, or plexiform lesions in their lung biopsy. Of the patients with both increased pulmonary blood flow and pulmonary hypertension (Group 4), three showed intimal proliferation as most advanced lesion, one showed concentric laminar intimal fibrosis as most advanced lesion, and six showed dilatation lesions and/or plexiform lesions as most advanced lesions.

RESULTS

There were 38 patients enrolled in the study. Anatomic diagnoses of the congenital heart disease and the clinical and hemodynamic characteristics of the patients are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Lung tissue specimens stained with HE and EvG revealed essentially normal pulmonary arteries in the control group, and the complete spectrum of morphologic vascular changes, ranging from muscular hypertrophy and intima hyperplasia to the characteristic lesions of advanced plexogenic arteriopathy were found in the patients. Medial thickness was 9 ± 3% in the control group (mean ± SD) and 7 ± 3, 14 ± 4, and 16 ± 4% in the patient Groups 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Of the patients with increased pulmonary blood flow and normal pulmonary artery pressure (Group 2) two patients showed intimal proliferation as most advanced vascular lesion, whereas in the patients with pulmonary hypertension but normal pulmonary flow (Group 3), one patient showed intimal proliferation as most advanced lesion. In these groups no patients showed concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, dilatation lesions, or plexiform lesions in their lung biopsy. Of the patients with both increased pulmonary blood flow and pulmonary hypertension (Group 4), three showed intimal proliferation as most advanced lesion, one showed concentric laminar intimal fibrosis as most advanced lesion, and six showed dilatation lesions and/or plexiform lesions as most advanced lesions.

Inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase

In control subjects, immunohistochemical analysis revealed weak staining for iNOS in pulmonary vascular endothelial cells, but not in bronchiolar epithelium (Figure 2a). Positive staining for iNOS was present in all patients. However, the intensity of the immunoreaction differed remarkably between patients (Figure 2b). No differences in staining pattern were observed between muscular arteries that were accompanied by a bronchus or bronchiole and intraacinar arteries. Intense immunostaining was present in the endothelium of arteries affected by concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, as long as the vessel was not completely occluded (Figure 3b). Also in the cellular plexus of plexiform lesions an increased immunoreaction for iNOS was present (Figure 3d). In addition, endothelial cells lining dilated and angiomatoid vessels showed iNOS positivity. Semiquantitative analysis of the immunoreactivity in muscular arteries revealed no significant correlation with the severity of morphologic vascular changes (p = 0.23) (Figure 4). The immunoreactivity to iNOS in these arteries differed significantly between the patient groups (p = 0.02) (Figure 5). The level of immunostaining in patients with both increased pulmonary blood flow and pulmonary hypertension was higher than in control subjects (p = 0.014) and in patients with increased pulmonary blood flow and normal pulmonary artery pressure (p = 0.016). The level of immunoreactivity showed a weak, positive correlation with the size of the left-to-right shunt (r = 0.39; p = 0.019) (Figure 6) and the pulse pressure (r = 0.35; p = 0.034), but not with mean pulmonary artery pressure or pulmonary vascular resistance.

DISCUSSION

The present study has demonstrated that both the endothelial and inducible isoforms of nitric oxide synthase are expressed in the endothelium of muscular arteries in the lungs of children with a normal pulmonary circulation, as well as in those of patients with congenital heart disease associated with pulmonary hypertension and/or increased pulmonary blood flow. The level of immunoreactivity for iNOS in muscular pulmonary arteries was significantly increased in patients with both pulmonary hypertension and increased pulmonary blood flow, which are the patients at highest risk for irreversible PPA. No correlation was found between iNOS and eNOS expression and the severity of the histologic vascular changes. However, within the characteristic vascular lesions of advanced plexogenic arteriopathy, including concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, dilatation lesions, and plexiform lesions, marked immunoreactivity for both eNOS and iNOS was observed.

The process of pulmonary vascular remodeling is associated with an impaired endothelial-dependent vasorelaxation, already early in its course (17, 30). As such, the finding of increased expression of NOS protein in patients with pulmonary hypertension appears to be paradoxical. However, it has to be acknowledged that increased NOS expression is not synonymous with increased NO production or activity. To date, it remains uncertain whether impaired endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation in flow-related pulmonary hypertension is associated with decreased NO activity. Also other alterations in endothelial cell metabolism that has been suggested to occur in pulmonary hypertension, may be primarily responsible for the impaired endothelial vasorelaxation, including increased...
production of vasoconstrictive mediators or decreased production of prostacyclin or a combination of these (13, 15, 16). In other words, impaired endothelial-dependent vasorelaxation may occur despite increased NO activity. As mentioned before, published data on the expression of ecNOS in PPA has been conflicting. In contrast to the findings of Giaid and Saleh (14), our data indicate that the expression of ecNOS protein was not decreased in pulmonary vascular endothelium of children with congenital heart disease and did not correlate with the severity of morphologic vascular lesions. Interestingly, the expression of iNOS in pulmonary endothelial cells, which has to our knowledge not been studied previously in patients with pulmonary hypertension, was significantly increased in flow-associated pulmonary hypertension. Although the observed associations between NOS expression and pulmonary hemodynamics obviously do not constitute conclusive evidence for a causal relation, it is in concordance with experimental data that pulmonary NOS expression is upregulated by shear stress and cyclic strain (18, 29, 31). This is further supported by the identification of a “shear stress-responsive element” in both the human ecNOS and iNOS gene, similar to that found in the promoter of several shear stress inducible endothelial genes (32). Moreover, in pulmonary hypertension associated with congenital heart disease, it has been recognized clinically for years that the characteristic vascular lesions of PPA, including abnormal, local vasodilatation, and endothelial cell proliferation, occur only in those cases, in which pulmonary hypertension is associated with increased pulmonary blood flow (1–3, 5). This is confirmed by the histologic findings in the present study.

In the light of these observations it is tempting to speculate that, in flow-associated pulmonary hypertension, increased amounts of NO are produced as an adaptive response of the pulmonary circulation aiming to lower pulmonary vascular resistance in response to increased pulmonary blood flow and pressure. The constitutive forms of NOS synthesize small amounts of NO on demand. Stimuli, including shear stress and cyclic strain, lead to an increase in cytosolic calcium, which activates NOS to give off a brief burst of NO (18). In contrast, iNOS is functionally calcium-independent and releases large amounts of NO continuously (18). The enhanced expression of iNOS in the course of flow-associated pulmonary hypertension may explain the evidence for increased production of NO that has been found in both clinical and experimental studies in these conditions (33, 34).

Despite increased NO production in flow-associated pulmonary hypertension, NO-mediated vasodilation may not be apparent in the parabronchial and parabronchiolar (axial) pulmonary arteries, where a thickening of the muscular media and fibrous adventitia are almost invariably present, and where other factors such as enhanced vasoconstrictive activity...
may be responsible for a net vasoconstrictive effect. However, from these larger and relatively thick-walled arteries, small branches arise and almost directly enter the alveolated parenchyma. At the origin of these delicate, so-called supernumerary branches, vessel wall damage appears to be greatest, which may relate to high mechanical stress at this particular site (1, 3). Dilatation lesions and plexiform lesions are especially prominent and numerous in these supernumerary arteries (35). From our data, it would appear that the abnormal, local dilatation and cellular proliferation at this site, characteristic of advanced PPA, may be related to increased local levels of NO. Within these vascular lesions we consistently demonstrated marked expression of both ecNOS and iNOS. The finding that immunoreactivity against both ecNOS and iNOS was present in pulmonary arteries with severe concentric laminar intimal fibrosis, until the vessel was completely occluded, suggests prolonged local NO production until late in plexogenic arteriopathy. The large amounts of NO, that are characteristically produced by iNOS, may attribute to oxidative wall injury and may relate to the development of the vascular lesions of advanced PPA (18, 25). Although no cause-effect relation can be deduced from this study, our results provide evidence in support of the view that flow-associated pulmonary hypertension may result in largely increased NO production and local, NO-mediated dilatatory and proliferative effects.

Limitations of the Study

Immunohistochemistry can demonstrate the presence of a protein but not its activity. An advantage of the immunohistochemistry technique, important to this study, is that it demonstrates directly the microanatomical localization of the protein under study. Our data do not allow conclusions on a possible causal relationship between the parameters assessed in our study. In addition, semiquantitative analysis of immunohistochemical data cannot be more than an estimation of relative differences in staining intensity, and it may be hampered by confounding factors. We have rigorously minimized the possible influence of these factors by rigid standardization of the processing of biopsy material, and by staining of the entire series of sections simultaneously and by relating staining intensity to a standard staining. Persistence of immunoreactivity does not preclude a certain decrease in protein content. On the other hand, however, increased immunoreactivity, as demonstrated for iNOS, can only be explained by an increased presence of the protein under study. Although quantification of this increase by Western blots or ELISA analysis could strengthen the immunohistochemical findings, the amounts of human lung tissue obtained by lung biopsy, did not allow the application of these techniques.

In conclusion, this descriptive study has demonstrated characteristic patterns of the expression of ecNOS and iNOS in the pulmonary vascular remodeling process in human pulmonary hypertension. The increased presence of iNOS in the pulmonary vascular endothelium of patients at high risk for advanced PPA and the marked expression of both isoforms of NOS in dilatation lesions and plexiform lesions may be relevant to the pathogenesis of these characteristic vascular lesions of advanced PPA.
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